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Firstly a huge thank  you to the committee for inviting me to judge the Flatcoated Retrievers 
( bitches ) . I throughly  enjoyed my day and would also like to thank the exhibitors for giving me a 
lovely entry and trusting me with their dogs.  


Yearling Bitch 1/0 


1st- Bellamy’s  Moontorn Goddess of Love - a very feminine 15 month old bitch , pretty kind 
expression with a nice dark eye . Lovely length of neck flowing into a nice level top line . Adequate  
angles in front and rear.  Tidy feet and moved nicely and at one with her handler . 


Post graduate Bitch 7/0 


1st - Well’s Candiliz Pina Cola - this four year Bitch was just beautiful . Stunning outline stood with 
her ever wagging tail even in the heat of the day  . Classic head with exceptional dark eye with a 
cheeky sparkle in her eye . Superb front , with a well defined brisket ,  great depth of chest , 
gradual spring of rib leading into a square loin . Strong also her in rear quarters, well muscled in 
thigh and with a moderate bend of stifle which made helped make easy work on the move . She 
moved effortlessly and true front to rear .  To finish a great picture she was shown in superb 
condition and had a gleaming coat. Best bitch.  Awarded BOB with my Co-judge . A fantastic 
rapport between her and her handler , which continued into the group where she was shortlisted . 
Well done. 


2nd - Hutchinson’s Quills Mint Julep with Waverton JW (Ai) ( imp Swe ) - another lovely Bitch , 
younger than my winner  at only two years old . But a lot to like about her . A smaller framed girl 
who was moderate throughout and had no exaggerations . A pretty head with a sweet expression.  
Well placed shoulder and lovely return of upper arm . A nice length in body , square and short in 
her loin leading to well muscled thighs . Nice bone onto tidy thick feet . Moved ok , but Didn’t 
move or show quite as animated as my first place , I think due to the heat . 


Open Bitch 2/1 


 1st -Well’s Candiliz Pink Lady JW - litter sister to my first in postgrad , a slightly bigger cast than 
her sister , but still a lovely outline which won her the class . Pleasing head with dark eye . Nice 
length of neck leading into well placed shoulders with a strong defined brisket . Good spring of rib 
, slightly longer in loin , good rear quarters . Again lovely too see her wagging tail and happily 
moving for her handler . Reserve Best Bitch . 


2nd - Bellamy’s Bochilbarely Izzy’s Moon at Moontorn - a smaller framed girl to my winner , 
however still a nice shape . A good front with adequate depth leading through to square loin  .  A 
shame she carried just a little too much weight today over her rear  which became more evident 
on the move . 


Katie Lutner ( Telurn ) 


